Release Notes

Release Summary

We are pleased to announce a highly requested new feature that has just been implemented on dinManage. You can now add and manage supplementary drives to virtual machines in dinManage. For further customization, you can also upgrade the size of individual disks.

This update offers greater flexibility and further automates management of virtual machine storage in dinManage.

Updates Implemented

This functionality will be available as an upgrade, once a virtual machine has been provisioned. You will not see this feature at the time the machine is being provisioned.

You will now be able to add up to 6 supplementary drives. Each supplementary drive will appear as un-partitioned DISK space inside the operating system, and will require labels for managing it in dinManage.

The capacity, or the DISK space assigned to the supplementary drives when it was added to the machine may not be reduced. You will be able to REMOVE the drive entirely from the machine, or you may choose to increase the DISK space, but downgrading it is not an option. Also please note that it is not possible to downgrade or DELETE the Primary drive.

dinManage will automatically calculate the price of the added drives. The upgrade/downgrade email alerts will also reflect the modifications in supplementary drives, in addition to other resources/virtual machines.
Have Questions About This Release?

If you have any related questions, please contact support@dincloud.com.